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SIX-MAN ORACLE SURVEY, 1

Guy Haworth

This is a list in GBR order of existing 6-man endgame tables (EGTs) created by Nalimov (DTM, Distance to Mate) or Thompson (DTC, Distance to Conversion). An * indicates a past result by Stiller only. max ww denotes the maximum depth of wtm 1-0 positions in the endgame; max bl denotes the maximum depth of btm 1-0 positions. max ww and max bl are listed for both the DTM and DTC metrics.

Note the counter-intuitive relative values of DTM's max ww and max bl where these are in italics and the GBR code is marked * with a Parenthesis. It is not always true that bl = ww or ww-1 as for DTC: these figures may not correspond to consecutive positions.

For example, 1100 has DTM max ww = 6 but Qa1 Qe6 Rf7 / Ke5 b7 sets DTM max bl = 16: 1...Kxe6 [0100]. The first move converts to a maximal subgame position, always the case where the DTM figures are highlighted here.
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### Reviews

REVIEWs - or (better) new titles

*Probleme s lă-trei studii alese*, by Virgil Nestorescu, Bucharest, 1999. ISBN 973-99050-0-5. 188 pages, bi-coloured figurine notation. Of the 300 diagrams, Nos 168-295 are studies by the author. Some photographs are incorporated. This latest, and most welcome, selection of problems and studies by the active Romanian veteran is attractively produced.

*Chess Study Composition*, by Emilian Dobrescu, Amsterdam 1999. ISBN 90-72939-16-6. 302 pages, over 144 diagrams. Non-figurine notation. In (very fair, if not faultless) English. Essays, graphs and tabular material enhance the fully analysed studies in this handsome, long-awaited and much-revised volume. We cannot do this scholarly treatise (which must be unique in study literature) justice in a short review. We may revert to it in a subsequent EG, but for the time being you, dear reader, will simply have to buy, and revel in, this ARVES 'book of the year', a well-earned laurel.